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The pursuit of excellence begins with an innovative vision. Princeton
achieves this goal with timeless elegance and precision craftsmanship.
Exclusive to Palmieri, Princeton encompasses all possible attributes
with exceptional beauty and sophistication.
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■

3” built-up high density particle core (ReadingPanel Base, Index, Display tables), 21/2” for all
other pieces, with premium grade “A” face veneers

■

Centre indentation in each panel receives an elegant
3/16” x 1/8” deep solid black inlay, 2” from both top
and bottom of panel

The Princeton line creates a warm and
elegant environment at the Poco Mountain
High Library in Pennsylvania.

WORK SURFACES

THE PRINCETON
PRODUCT LINE

■

Tabletops are constructed of 2” built-up high
density particle board

The Princeton line of
furnishings is available in a
variety of standard finishes.

■

Surfaces receive a durable .050” high pressure plastic
laminate sheet or a veneer surface with a black
epoxy veneer inlay (Panel Base tables only)

For complete product line
details, please consult the
Palmieri Furniture Ltd.
Product Specification Manual
or contact your local Palmieri
Furniture dealer.
■ Atlas Stand
■ AV Browser
■ Dictionary Stand

The elegant and sophisticated Princeton line
beautifully compliments the design of the
Howard University Law Library in Washington DC.
Princeton tables are available
in a variety of styles and
finishes, including the timeless
rectangular leg base table.
■

Work surface edges are tapered and extend beyond
the panel bases

■

Horizontal edges are banded with a solid hardwood
internal edge

■

Edges are machined inward creating a chamfered
knife edge detail

■

■

A raised panel effect is achieved using 2” wide rift
cut veneers running around the panel perimeter,
meeting at mitered corners
Panels are framed on all four sides with a wide solid
hardwood, top and bottom member overlapping the
vertical edges

■ Index Table (Four- or Six
Place Double Sided,
Double Tier)
■ Study Carrels (Single,
Double or Four-Place)
■ End Panels
■ Newspaper Table
■ PAC Table (One-, Twoor Three Place)

■

Study carrel shelves are constructed in 3/4” veneer
plywood with eased corners and edges

■ PAC Table (Two Place
D/F-, Four Place D/F- or
Six Place D/F)

■

Shelves are 9” deep faced with a premium grade
“A” veneer and the front edge banded with a 1/4”
solid external hardwood

■ Reading Table Leg Base
(Rectangular, Round, or
Square)

■

Shelves are installed 15” above the work surface
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The Princeton study carrel work
surface incorporates a chamfered
knife edge detail and extends
beyond the panel bases.

■ Display Table

■ Reading Table Panel Base
(Rectangular, Round, or
Square)

Palmieri Furniture Ltd.
1230 Reid Street, Richmond Hill
Ontario, Canada L4B 1C4
Tel: (905) 731-9300 Fax: (905) 731-9878
Toll Free: 1-800-413-4440
Website: www.palmierifurniture.com
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